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NSAG is a Navantia Australia and SAGE Automation joint venture,
committed to the development, delivery and support of Navantia’s
Integrated Platform Management System (IPMS) monitoring and
control solutions in Australia and New Zealand.

State of the Art Defence Technology
Navantia is a world leader in the design and construction of sophisticated military vessels,
control and combat systems and offers support of these vessls and systems though their
service life.
The Navantia Integrated Platform Management System (IPMS) is an integrated and distributed
system that allows the remote control and monitoring of platform systems. Systems are
grouped so as to provide:- Propulsion and Steering Plant Control and Monitoring

- Power Electrical Plant Generation and Distribution Control and Monitoring

- Auxiliaries Control and Monitoring

- Damage systems and Ship Damage Control and Monitoring
The Navantia IPMS features commercial off the shelf (COTS) hardware and comprises of
multifunction HMI control consoles for system operators at various shipboard locations and
PLCs used for data acquisition and control. In emergency situations, it provides the
mission-critical functionality of all systems, making its reliability, availability and straight
forward operation crucial.
The Navantia IPMS is on or being installed on the Australia LHD, DDG and AOR platforms and
are onboard more than 60 ships across multiple navies.

Unconditional system
availability, reliability
and straight forward
operation

Fit-for-purpose solutions for a
world-class defence industry
Adaptable
Built from an open architecture, the IPMS system readily accommodates multiple
sensors,‚shipboard equipment,‚systems relationships, process work-flow and diverse
types of information including static, dynamic, real-time, active and historical, as well
as integrate and operate additional sub-systems within the same framework.
Critical data in real time
The IPMS control system offers impressive visual features including a simplified
functional overview of systems; a three-dimensional view‚ providing the exact
geographical location of elements inside navy ship compartments as well as a
powerful data analytics view which supports maintenance requirements.
High performance
Despite the large data collection and storage capacity, a key feature of the IPMS
control system is its operational performance, ensuring the data required for mission
critical decisions can be accessed fast and used to make critical decisions in real
time.
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Naval asset longevity
Supporting naval asset longevity and maximising active service, the IPMS
acquires management and operational data used to facilitate predictive,
preventative and corrective maintenance, obsolescence management,
optimise fuel consumption and crew management fleet wide.
Reduce Risk to Naval Assets and Crew
Whilst the IPMS control system is highly complex, its operation is not.
The crew is trained using on-board and on-shore training simulators,
which include emergency response training in the safety of a simulated
environment, removing the risk to valuable naval assets.
The IPMS Damage Control function provides emergency management and
monitoring for ships under damage conditions. It organises and presents
information to assist operators in understanding the situation as it evolves
in order to make optimum decisions in response to any emergency.

Fleet-wide efficiencies
The IPMS will be on three classes of Australian warships and the underlying
system commonality coupled with IPMS solutions for simulation, pierside
monitoring and data analysis provide numerous efficiencies in areas such
the level of required platform specific training, crewing levels in port,
system maintenance and support, platform lifecycle cost as well as the
opportunity for streamlined capability enhancement across multiple
platforms via the IPMS network.

By 2020 ...

7 RAN ships will have a common IPMS - commonality in hardware,
functionality and operation.

1,500

RAN crew trained and operating within NSAG’s IPMS
environment.

The Role of NSAG
NSAG offers the following IPMS related services:-

Build
NSAG brings 20 years of Australian manufacturing experinece of control cabinets, elecrical switchboards and consols to
the defence Industry. We support the industry’s rigorous technical demands with smart solutions, designed and built locally.
Commission
Complementing our local manufacturing capabilty is our skilled comissining and set to work team, providing certainly and
reducing program risk.
Support
We are committed to providing thorough and proactive through life support of the Integrated Platform Management System,
when and where you need it, with a highly capable resource pool across Australia, offering true 24/7 support.

Simulation and Training
With no margin for operator error in mission critical situations, ongoing training ensures it is second nature to crew. Both
on-board and on-shore training simulators include emergency response training in the safety of a simulated environment.

Ongoing Capability Enhancement
Provision of IPMS capability enhancements such as Argos21 which is a modular set of tools to increase operational availability
and optimise life cycle costs of warships. The IPMS acquires management and operational data which facilitate predictive,
preventative and corrective maintenance, obsolescence management, optimise fuel consumption and crew management,
fleet wide.

